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Description:
The Internet has made many enterprises easier since its rise to popularity in the mid-90s: book sales,
personal correspondence, and, in the case of John Robinson, serial murder. Even before he ever
went online, Robinson had forged a life consistent with a killer's profile. Despite being fired and
arrested numerous times for fraud and theft, he wriggled out of serious trouble thanks to a smooth
charm and cunning intelligence. For decades, Robinson's more sinister activities escaped the notice

of nearly everyone, including law enforcement and, incredibly, his own wife. But what makes
Robinson's story, as told here by John Douglas and Stephen Singular, uniquely disturbing is the
presence of the World Wide Web and the ease with which a murderer can use it. Online, Robinson
frequented chat rooms and sites dedicated to the lurid underground world of bondage and
sadomasochism. In this anonymous space, he was free to assume honey-tongued new identities that
he used to lure women, especially those in vulnerable situations, to Kansas with promises of
employment, protection, or sex. Their subsequent disappearances were explained away with letters
that appeared to be written by the victims but were actually typed by the killer on pieces of paper
the women had previously signed. Ultimately, dogged law enforcement officials were able to catch
up with Robinson and put him on trial after finding gruesome evidence of his deeds. While they are
skilled true-crime writers, Douglas and Singular occasionally stray into hyperbole, which is far from
necessary given the elements already present in Robinsons horrifying story. It is likely that any
reader will walk a little more warily by their computer after reading this book and getting an idea of
who might be hiding behind a given nickname. --John Moe --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.
From Publishers Weekly Douglas (The Cases That Haunt Us)-criminal profiler, ex-FBI agent, true
crime writer and supposedly the model for a key character in Thomas Harris's The Silence of the
Lambs- presents the sordid and horrific case of John Robinson, "the nation's-if not the world's-first
Internet serial killer." A chubby middle-aged father of four with a long history as a con man,
Robinson explored the local s&m underground of Kansas City while skillfully using Internet chat
groups to lure sexually adventurous women to Kansas, where he killed six of them, and perhaps five
more, before his arrest in 2000. Douglas's methodical pace and his careful accretion of detail to
describe bizarre crimes committed by seemingly ordinary people is highly reminiscent of the work of
true crime writer Ann Rule, with Douglas seeing the case as being "about sex among unglamorous
people and how the Internet had unleashed so many pent-up possibilities." He also spends a lot of
time describing how the proliferation of porn-related sites on the Internet has made it "the fastestgrowing criminal frontier in cyberspace." While much of this is fascinating, Douglas too often breaks
his tone to issue simplistic warnings to the reader ("Nobody can any longer afford to be naive when
it comes to cyberspace"). Johnson, writing with journalist Singular, helpfully offers an appendix
featuring "tips for helping adults and kids avoid the dangers of on-line predators."
Copyright 2003 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.
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